
WELCOME TO WAT COURSE!
(i.e. WAT-E1100 course)

Please let us know 
if you were not in WAT Orientation Days last week



KINDLY NOTE THAT WE 
WILL RECORD THIS SESSION

à Recording will be only available 
for WAT students and teachers 

NOTE: If you don’t want your comment to be recorded 
(or e.g. have a personal issue to be discussed during the break), 

just let me know and I will turn of the microphone for that. 



1) Understand the concept of WAT Course
à Structure, assignments, assessment + ‘meta-themes’

2) Discuss and agree how Group Work works
à Also setting up your group’s own Rules of Work

SO STARTING QUITE 
EASY – BUT WITH 
FUNDAMENTALS
à Today lays the 

foundation for the 
rest of WAT Course

OBJECTIVES FOR TODAY MORNING



9.00- Introductions: forming WAT Course groups

Introduction to WAT Course

WAT Essential elements

BREAK

~10.30- Session on team roles and group work
à Different phases and roles in the group

à Project & time management

à First group work task (submit to MyCourses): 
agree on your own Rules of Work for your group 

ANY 
QUESTIONS /

SUGGESTIONS?

AGENDA



Plus our other professors, university 
lecturers and teaching staff

à You’ll meet them during WAT Course

MARKO KESKINEN

Associate professor, 
WAT Programme Director 
+ WAT Course Responsible Teacher

Interested in water resources
management, sustainability, 
governance – and WAT! 

people.aalto.fi/marko_keskinen

TEEMU KOKKONEN

Senior University Lecturer, 
Coordinating the Weekly Exercises
of WAT course

Interested in hydrological modelling
urban hydrology + geospatial computing
people.aalto.fi/teemu_kokkonen

ELINA PAAVONEN

Course coordinator,
University Teacher (sub.)

INTRODUCTIONS 
Who are we?

https://people.aalto.fi/marko_keskinen
https://people.aalto.fi/teemu_kokkonen


FIRST: How many we are?
à Do you know of someone missing still?

THEN: Do you have a group?

à If you don’t find yourself in any of these groups, join one! 
à BUT: each group must have min. 4 and max. 5 members

GROUPS!

Group 4
Annina
Mira
Reeti
Riku

Group 2
Chenyue
Christine
Wei
Zaahid

Group 1
Alarik
Daniel
Qalandar
Tuomas

Group 5
Emanuela
Hanna
Iida
Meri
Petra

Group 6
Alisson
Iiris
Soila
Veera

Group 3
Emma
Nabila
Nisha
Suchi

Someone 
missing?



How would you define Water & Environmental 
Engineering with just one sentence?

2) Discuss your definition with a pair

à Themes, methods, aims?
1) Think first alone, write key things down

YOU SAY WAT?

Prepare to 
explain your 
definition to 
everyone!

3) Write your joint definition 
to presemo.aalto.fi/wat

Btw, this method 

is called 

Me-We-Us



YOU SAY WAT?



So what is Water & Environmental Engineering?

YOU SAY WAT?

“Making the world work”

“Ensuring sustainable and 
functioning society”

AIMCONTEXT THEMES APPROACH

“surface waters”

“city”

“globe” “sustainability”

“water supply”

“natural resources”

“planning and management”

“problem-solving”

“computational methods”

SOME KEY ELEMENTS AND THEIR EXAMPLES

“agriculture”
“together”



Three + one critical elements that are essential
for the WAT Course (and entire WAT programme)

• Sustainability (the aim & crosscutter)

• Society (the context)
• Systems (the way to think)

à Science (our teaching is based on our research)

Essential elements 
…for ‘ensuring a functioning and sustainable society’

Re-cap from 
WAT Orientation



Sustainability = a state of a system, where system 
maintains its critical functions under change

Dovers & Handmer 1992

à Sustainability = about how to live our lives on this one
planet, to prosper as human beings now and in the future

SUSTAINABILITY

à Sustainable development = a pathway or process 
that maintains and, hopefully, enhances sustainability

When we talk about 
sustainability, we 

typically talk about 
it from the view point 

of us, humans 
(and with certain value-

laden assumptions)



SUSTAINABILITY
Several elements that could (and should) be considered

SCALES 
time

SCALES
placeTHEMES

SYSTEMS
à Also their governance, including key actors



SUSTAINABILITY

SCALES 
time

Intergenerational equity
“meeting the needs of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”

Our Common Future i.e. Brundtland Report 1997

Past + present = future
- Need to understand history to understand today
- Need to understand today to propose (sustainable) future actions

à Links also to path dependency: (systemic) change not always
that easy or feasible, even if its general benefits would be clear   



SUSTAINABILITY

SCALES
place

Local - national - regional - global
All scales naturally matter
à Scales usually nested: actions and impacts do sum up

Ultimate scale: global
Having just one planet with its limited resources
à Our system in focus
à Sets also the logical boundary for sustainability



SUSTAINABILITY
Time and place do connect! 



SUSTAINABILITY
THEMES What three 

themes, or pillars?

And how they 
should be viewed?

ENVIRONMENTALSOCIAL

ECONOMIC

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

ECONOMIC



SUSTAINABILITY
SYSTEMS

Multiple nested 
systems, but the 

ultimate system = 
planet Earth

Links also to the boundaries of the system
à Planetary boundaries

An area
(e.g. Otaniemi)

A city 
(e.g. Espoo)

A country 
(e.g. Finland)

Planet Earth 

A region 
(e.g. Europe)



SUSTAINABILITYSYSTEMS’ 
governance

Systems can and should be governed
”Governance is a social function
centered on steering human groups
toward desired outcomes

Aalto Campus 
& Real Estate 

City
of Espoo

Finnish 
parliament

United Nations

European 
Union

Young 2013

à Essentially deciding together what 
     we want and how we get there

Variety of actors and related 
institutions and organisations for that
à ‘The society’ Largely public sector actors

à But also private sector, civil society, academia…



SDGs provide the global governance 
framework for promoting sustainable 

development currently
à But also concerns on how well 

SDGs work, given their sectoral 
focus and lack of systemic view  

Alternative view: 
‘SDGs wedding cake’ 

Stockholm Resilience Center



SUSTAINABILITY
Lot of additional information, for example these:

• Giddings et al. (20002): Environment, economy and society 
• Kates et al. (2005): What is sustainable development?
• Kates et al. (2001): Sustainability Science
• Raworth (2012): A Safe and Just Space for Humanity
• Rockström et al. (2009): A safe operating space for humanity
• Rockström et al. (2023): Safe and just Earth system boundaries
• Steffen et al. (2015): Planetary boundaries: Guiding human development on a changing planet
• de Vries (2013): Sustainability Science
• UN Sustainable Development Goals SDGs: https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org

Also check the work by WAT researchers Matti Kummu, Miina Porkka, Maija Taka, Olli Varis & co on these themes! à E.g. Zipper et al. (2020): Integrating the Water Planetary Boundary With Water Management From Local to Global Scalesà E.g. Taka et al. (2021): The potential of water security in leveraging Agenda 2030 

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/


Three + one critical elements that are essential
for the WAT Course (and entire WAT programme)

• Sustainability (the aim & crosscutter)

• Society (the context)
• Systems (the way to think)

à Science (our teaching is based on our research)

Essential elements 
…for ‘ensuring a functioning and sustainable society’

QUESTIONS?



Note: do not use this as a short cut in your 
assignments! 

• You are a diverse set of students, with 
varying backgrounds and existing expertise 
à As discussed last week: see group posters J

• It is really nice! 

à Provides opportunities for co-learning + 
linking our teaching your existing experience

à Also means that we are not so much teachers, 
but facilitators of your joint learning process

YOUR EXPERTISE

à If you e.g. have a GIS wizard in your group, don’t let they to do your GIS task, but use they as a mentor!



• Learn from each other
à As we cannot teach you as one uniform group, you must 

also learn from each other (so plenty of group work coming)

• …think wisely about your group work
à Your expertise should NOT mean that everyone does what 

they already know in the group (as no-one learns then) 
à Rather: do what you don’t know so well yet – and 

use your group members as your mentors to learn it!

• …and let us know of your expertise, too!
à Tell us already beforehand if you are expert 

on some of the themes or methods we teach

BE ACTIVE!

“Building 
knowledge is a 

shared process”



Questions, 
comments?



Note: lot of information, so please return to 
these slides also later on through MyCourses

WAT Course 
introduction

First something about WAT Course 
and WAT more generally 

(re-cap from WAT Orientation Days) 



‘WATER & ENVIRONMENTAL’ (our key themes)

‘…ENGINEERING’ (our key methods)

‘…IN A BROADER CONTEXT’ (our context)

You have to get our themes and methods right 
to be a water & environmental engineer
à But to be able to do your work well, you need 

also to understand the broader context 
à Our advanced courses focus on our themes and methods;

in-depth expertise on context you have to get elsewhere  

Three Elements of WAT course



WAT Course
provides an in-depth 

introduction to 
water and 

environmental 
engineering +

its context



WAT Course provides you 
an introduction on all of 
these: advanced courses 

provide then more in-
depth expertise on 

your preferred themes 
and methods

KNOWLEDGE

IDENTITY

SKILLS

WAT COMPETENCES



Intended Learning Outcomes ILOs
Check these from SISU / MyCourses’ Syllabus: gives you an idea what the course is about + also is our quality promise to you 

After the completion of the course the student is able to…

• Recognise and describe the main characteristics of the water and environmental engineering field, 
including its link to sustainability [knowledge]

• Understand the principles of the hydrological cycle and water resources management, 
including the role of hydraulic structures [knowledge] 

• Understand the key principles of good environmental and water quality [knowledge]
• Define the main aspects of water and environmental services and related infrastructures, 

particularly those related to water supply and sewerage systems [knowledge]
• Identify the broader societal context relevant to water and environmental engineering, 

including the key governance and entrepreneurial aspects [knowledge]
• Create their Personal Learning Portfolio, and in this way is able to recognise, 

assess and communicate their own key competences and strengths [identity]
• Work interactively as part of the group, with relevant communication and group working skills [identity]



Intended Learning Outcomes ILOs

In addition, the student:

• knows the key computational methods related to water and environmental engineering 
[knowledge]

• can apply basic water and environmental measurement methods and related basic analyses 
in the laboratory and in the flume [skill]

• understands the basic concepts of storing and processing spatial data in GIS [knowledge]
• knows how linear regression and statistical testing can be applied in water and 

environmental engineering related problems [knowledge]
• is able to quantify errors associated with hydro-environmental measurements [skill]
• understands basic concepts of applying simulation models to problems related to 

water and environmental engineering [knowledge]
• is aware of the potential of using computational methods in solving water and 

environmental problems [identity]

Check these from SISU / MyCourses’ Syllabus: gives you an idea  what the course is about + also is our quality promise to you 



The course ILOs link to your 
competence-building
à A combination of 
knowledge, skills and 
identity skills (’character’)

à T-shaped learning 
profile as an aim
(see WAT orientation)

Source: Fadel, Bialik & Trilling 2015

Your combined competence profile

COLLABORATE
Across fields 
and sectors

INFLUENCE
Leadership 
for change

WAT 
EXPERT

IN-DEPTH DISCIPLINARY EXPERTISE

SKILLS KNOW-
LEDGE

UNDERSTAND
Systemic, critical view on our field

VALUES



Provides you wide view on our field, not so much depth: general introduction

WAT Course (WAT-E1100)

WATER
RESOURCES 

MANAGEMENT
& ENV. 

HYDRAULICS

WATER
& 

DEVELOPMENT

WATER
& 

WASTE WATER 
ENGINEERING

Advanced courses are organised according to three study themes / paths: 
provide you with a more detailed expertise on your selected themes and methods

Note: while the 
three study themes 
differ, the methods 
and tools taught in 

different courses are 
useful across all 
three themes!

15 
ECTS

45 
ECTS

WAT COMMON + ADVANCED COURSES



WATER RESOURCES
• Groundwater hydrology

• Environmental hydraulics
• Hydrological modelling
• Surface water resources

WATER & WASTEWATER
• Urban water systems

• Design and management of 
water and wastewater networks

• Physical and chemical treatment 
of water and waste

• Modelling and control of 
treatment processes

• Biological treatment of 
water and waste

WATER & DEVELOPMENT
• Sustainable built environment

• Sustainable Global
Technologies SGT Studio (10 ECTS)

• Water and governance

• Water and people 
in a changing world

Water & environmental engineering (15 cr.)

In-depth introduction to the key themes and problem-solving methods 
in our field, through variety of group work and individual tasks.

• WAT Project Course
• WAT Special Course

MAJOR 60 ECTS

COMMON 
COURSE 
15 ECTS

ADVANCED 
COURSES

45 ECTS

ELECTIVE 
STUDIES
30 ECTS

MASTER’S 
THESIS 
30 ECTS

TOTAL
120 ECTS

Three themes but 
also two general 
advanced courses: 
• WAT Project Course 
• WAT Special Course



WAT-E1100 course 
helps you to select 

your advanced courses 
from Period II onwards

WAT COMMON & ADVANCED COURSES



Then to the actual WAT Course practicalities J

WAT Course 
introduction



WAT Course themes tied together with a common weekly structure 
(that change a bit each week as every week is different)

Timetable for each week can be found from 
WAT-E1100 MyCourses: check them out! 

Draft showing the overall schedule – not all weeks  à e.g. some weeks weekly method comes earlier

WAT COURSE: WEEKLY STRUCTURE…



…WITH WEEKLY THEMES + METHODS



Weekly timetable available in MyCourses 
à But remember to check the weekly 
sub-page for final, detailed timetable



1st WEEK

3rd WEEK

5th WEEK

6th WEEK

2nd WEEK

4th WEEK

The assignments 
of first six weeks 
synthesised through 
a Synthesis Work 
during the 7th week

à Aim is to answer to the question: ‘What is WAT?’
à Links to your study plan and portfolio process



• WAT Course responsible teacher is Marko, 
with Teemu having the main responsibility for methods part

• Course coordinator Elina responsible for practical arrangements

à Each week has also Weekly Leader(s) who are responsible for   
weekly tasks and exercises + actual teaching: 
Weekly Leaders visible under Weekly themes

COURSE MANAGEMENT + TEACHERS



• The course is organised live in Water Building and other locations

à Particularly exercises also elsewhere in the campus, 
as many require computer rooms  

à But easy rule of thumb: the week starts on Monday at 9.00 
in Water Building’s Lecture Hall 286/287 i.e. here J

• Independent group work sessions you can agree as you see best

à Live/online: Rules of Work help to define these

COURSE PRACTICALITIES



• Key online platforms: MyCourses + Teams
• MyCourses: all information about the weeks, including sessions locations 

+ lecture material, assignments as well as submissions

à Also official announcement: follow carefully!

• Teams: communication channel for e.g. questions 
regarding the assignments: use weekly sub-channels!

à Also possible session recordings there

Are you already 
in MyCourses?

Instructions for 
joining Teams 
in MyCourses  

COURSE PRACTICALITIES

COURSE PRACTICALITIES



• The sessions build on active interaction with you. Many sessions 
also combine lectures with (group) learning activities.

• It is thus generally not possible to attend the sessions remotely 
à But if you are absent e.g. due to sickness, let us know as soon as 

possible and we will see what we can do (e.g. a compensatory task)

à Also, we aim to provide session recordings for the key sessions 
such as those introducing assignments: will become visible in the 
course’s Teams channel under that week (and may also be streamed live) 

SESSION RECORDINGS



• Each week includes two assignments
1) Thematic Task: mainly done in groups 
2) Weekly Exercise: individually or in groups/pairs
à Some weeks include also a small Context Task

The groups have a rotating Weekly Chair
- Responsible for chairing your meetings and being contact point for teachers
- Also responsible –together with the group– for submitting group assignments
à The group decides themselves the Weekly Chairs: 

everyone should be a chair at least once!

COURSE ASSIGNMENTS

Laboratory safety examfor Weeks 4 & 5: DL for 
the exam is on 24.9. 



• The use of artificial intelligence (e.g. ChatGPT) is emerging also 
in our teaching: something we as teachers are also learning

àAalto guidance: the use of AI is allowed, if not otherwise indicated

àYet, comes with potential challenges so i) think carefully when to use 
(if you decide to use), and ii) be open about its use i.e. state it clearly

USE of AI?

For more information, see Aalto guidance and tips: 
https://www.aalto.fi/en/services/guidance-for-the-use-of-artificial-intelligence-in-teaching-and-learning-at-aalto-university

https://www.aalto.fi/en/services/tips-for-using-artificial-intelligence-for-students

https://www.aalto.fi/en/services/guidance-for-the-use-of-artificial-intelligence-in-teaching-and-learning-at-aalto-university
https://www.aalto.fi/en/services/tips-for-using-artificial-intelligence-for-students


• The general practice: submit your tasks on time, 
by the given deadline (naturally)

• You are able to submit late, but this will automatically result 
in -30% of the grade of that particular assignment 
à Can even be more depending on situation

• Note that even then you must submit the assignment 
within a week from the deadline

LATE SUBMISSIONS

In possible force majeure situation, please contact the teacher who isresponsible for the assignment and we’ll figure things out!

Note: we have a similar basic rule also 
in our WAT advanced courses, with 

slight differences between the courses 



The course is assessed in three parts, with following weights:
Assessment done by teachers
1. Grade for Thematic tasks: weight 40%
2. Grade for Weekly exercises: weight 50%

Assessment done by you

3. Grade from Self & Peer Assessment: weight 10%
à As you to work plenty in groups, also 

assessment done partly by yourselves

Final grade = weighted average of the three

Some tasks and exercises may be assessed 
with pass/fail

COURSE ASSESSMENT



• You will assess yourself and your group members (peers) input 
for your group work activities during the course
à A possibility to reflect your group work process
à Also learning to give constructive feedback to your peers, 

and to receive it yourself J

• Will be done after the course through online questionnaire
à Complemented by self-facilitated ‘I like, I wish’ exercise 

that we will do in groups during Synthesis Week

SELF + PEER ASSESSMENT

SELF + PEER ASSESSMENT



• Assessment done person by person (incl. yourself) for two 
indicators that have a similar weight: 
• Content: person's contribution to the content of the group work 

(knowledge, ideas, analysis etc.)

• Interaction: person's contribution to the group and its functioning 
(interaction skills, including listening, leadership etc.)

The grade is complemented by a short explanation for both grades: this is 
thus your possibility to provide anonymous feedback to the person.

SELF + PEER ASSESSMENT



• We have fine-tuned the course based on earlier feedback
à We know it is hard work, but trying to improve it 

by e.g. clarifying the structure and increasing focus
à Yet, the concept means you will have several separate 

tasks, and that you’ll learn many new things every week

• Your feedback is very valuable! 
à Come to talk to us! 

à Anonymous feedback box in MyCourses

à Course feedback questionnaire (Webropol) after the course:
answering the feedback questionnaire is compulsory part of the course  

COURSE FEEDBACK



Questions, 
comments?



More information through MyCourses pages of WAT Course: 
https://mycourses.aalto.fi/course/view.php?id=39153

Note: MyCourses has separate pages for each year, so check that you are viewing this year’s course J 

https://mycourses.aalto.fi/course/view.php?id=39153


Questions, 
comments?

Feew, lot of 
information 
– you need a 

BREAK!



9.00- Introductions: forming WAT Course groups

Introduction to WAT Course

WAT Essential elements

BREAK

~10.30- Session on team roles and group work
à Different phases and roles in the group

à Project & time management

à First group work task (submit to MyCourses): 
agree on your own Rules of Work for your group 

AGENDA



Group work 
introduction





ENG Orientation Week
Useful presentations on e.g. scientific writing, intercultural 
communication, studying skills – and  group work!
à Check the presentations: 
https://mycourses.aalto.fi/course/search.php?search=ENG-E3010

https://mycourses.aalto.fi/course/search.php?search=ENG-E3010


1. FORMING
Nice & exciting: 

what will happen, 
what is my role etc.

2. STORMING
Problems emerge: 

this doesn’t work as 
I thought and hoped for, 

others suck etc.

3. NORMING
Finding a (new) balance: 

this is how we work!

4. PERFORMING
Once balance is found, 

group works!

5. ADJOURNING
Closing the group work,
in style – and including 

reflection

• Group working is fun! …and hard.

• Who knows the five common stages of group work?
à Be ready for storms, too: part of the learning process

Based on Bruce 
Tuckman (1965)

GROUP WORK



Source: Aurora / Tuckman
http://bit.ly/2cPGiFa

OUR AIM: 
TO GO 

THROUGH 
THIS ENTIRE 

PROCESS 
DURING NEXT 

7 WEEKS

http://bit.ly/2cPGiFa


• Group = a set of different people in different roles
à Everyone takes and/or is given a certain role in a group
à The roles can also change over time

• Roles that people take depend on many things
- Your personal preferences: 

how you like to work, where you are good at
- Your past experiences in a group 
- Group dynamics
- Your ambition level for the group work: 

do I want to it very well, or just get it done?

ROLES IN GROUP



• Roles can be beneficial or harmful for the group work
à In ideal situation different roles support each other 
à In practice, however, many groups have a set of roles that 

can together be less beneficial or even harmful for the work

• Very important to be aware of the roles that you and other 
group members have (particularly as a Chair)
à Try only to take roles that: 

1) are beneficial for the group      
2) allow you to learn most from the group work

à Also encourage your group members to do the same 
(you are hereby given the permission to note them if not)

ROLES IN GROUP



http://w
2.uco.fr/~cbourles/OPTION/Theorie/Belbin/Belbin's_team

_roles_fichiers/belbin.gif

TEAM 
ROLES 

by 
Belbin

http://w2.uco.fr/~cbourles/OPTION/Theorie/Belbin/Belbin's_team_roles_fichiers/belbin.gif


http://w
2.uco.fr/~cbourles/OPTION/Theorie/Belbin/Belbin's_team

_roles_fichiers/belbin.gif

NICE SET OF ROLES
…BUT WHAT ARE MISSING?

NICE SET OF ROLES
…BUT WHAT ARE MISSING?à Purely harmful roles :)

TEAM ROLES by Belbin

http://w2.uco.fr/~cbourles/OPTION/Theorie/Belbin/Belbin's_team_roles_fichiers/belbin.gif


• SHAPER comes up with new ideas and provides structure

• OVERACHIEVER aims high, even at the cost of team spirit

• COORDINATOR focuses on the job + keeps up good spirit 

• WITHDREWER stands back, does only what is asked to

• IMPLEMENTER focuses on implementation

• FREE-RIDER let’s others do the work, but takes credit

• SPECIALIST brings in-depth (but selective) knowledge 

What is closest to yourself? 

Have you seen other roles, too?

à Talk with a pair

SOME GROUP ROLE 
CARICATURES

http://presemo.aalto.fi/enyc2003


ENG Orientation Week
Useful presentations on e.g. scientific writing, intercultural 
communication, studying skills – and  group work!
à Check the presentations: 
https://mycourses.aalto.fi/course/search.php?search=ENG-E3010

Next some selected slides from these two presentations

https://mycourses.aalto.fi/course/search.php?search=ENG-E3010








MISUNDERSTANDING



MISCOMMUNICATION



Questions, 
comments?



How does this all sounds? 
Any surprises?

How you ensure your 
group would work well? 

Group 
discussion

Group 
discussion



• Group will have a rotating Weekly Chair
à Everyone should be a chair at least once; you decide the order

• Chair is responsible that group’s weekly assignments 
are done well and on time
à Makes sure that everyone contributes to the assignments 

in an equal manner: decides on division of responsibilities
à Solves possible disagreements 
à Acts as group’s contact person towards teachers 

à In sum, a great possibility to learn a lot! 

GROUP WORK: CHAIR



• The group also forms your project team
à Your project: to successfully compete the different

(group) assignments during the course

à Take this as an opportunity to practice your 
project planning and management skills as well: 
these are important part in our programme
as well as your entire career

YOUR GROUP! YOUR PROJECT!



Artto et al. (2011): Project Business
à Available in WAT-E1100 MyCourses

WHAT IS A PROJECT?

HOW TO MANAGE A PROJECT?

PROJECT LIFECYCLE

PROJECT PLANNING 
+ MANAGEMENT



• Your tasks and exercises form your group’s project
à We give you the main aim and timeline i.e. deadline

• Based on the aim & timeline:
 1) divide the aim into objectives and related activities 
 2) agree on the division of responsibilities (who does what) 
 3) plan and manage your time
 à Use SMART objectives

       à Decide on the ‘level of enough’ 
            i.e. when something is ready 

Specific: what are we going to do?
Measurable: how to measure it is done?Achievable: can we do it in the given time & resources?Relevant: will this objective contribute to our main aim?Time-bound: when will the objective be accomplished?

PROJECT + TIME MANAGEMENT



PROJECT + TIME MANAGEMENT
Important also for your studies in general



Questions, 
comments?



Based on this presentation and your discussions, 
agree on Rules of Work for your group (your first context task)

à A clear set of rules that defines the principles 
for your group & group work, including communication 

à Also agree how you deal with two kinds of challenges: 
1) ‘storms’ including entire group, and 
2) negative team role that an individual takes

à Write down your rules and submit through MyCourses 
by the end of the week (this week’s chair submits)

YOUR RULES OF WORK

Not easy, so agree 
on constructive 
ways to do this 



More information through MyCourses pages of WAT Course: 
https://mycourses.aalto.fi/course/view.php?id=39153

Thank you!

https://mycourses.aalto.fi/course/view.php?id=39153

